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Newcomer 'K-Wash' is
lighting it up for Eagles

*

See Sports, page 6

Cussed By Some,
...Read By Them All

Intensive care units delayed by
ventilation problems at MCG

AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) - The
Medical College of Georgia has
delayed occupancy of its three
intensive care units in a new
$37 million buildinguntil problems with the ventilation system are corrected.
The Augusta Chronicle said
Monday a review of the
project's records showed that
problems with the system, supposed to prevent the spread of
germs at the Ambulatory Care
Center/Specialized Care Center, date back to its design.
MCG contracted with an independent engineering firm in
October to review the problem
after repeated complaints
about the heating, ventilating
and air conditioning system
from employees in other parts
of the building.
A review of records obtained
by the Chronicle under
Georgia's open records laws
showed the building's ventilating system lacks the proper
air exchanges for the intensive
care units.
As installed, the exchanges
do not isolate certain infectious
bacteria and could allow the
germs to spread to other patients, according to the records.

Ball State tops in nation in
alcohol-related arrests

MUNCIE, Ind. (AP) - Ball
State University's first-place
ranking nationwide in the
number of alcohol-related arrests by campus police is a positive sign, a school official says.
"It doesn't mean there's
something bad," said university police chief Joseph
Wehner. "What this shows is
that we have a very successful
alcohol interdiction program."
In its Jan. 20 issue, The
Chronicle of Higher Education
published a compilation of campus crime statistics from 2,400
colleges nationwide.
BSU ranked first in alcoholrelated arrests made by campus security - 608 from July
1991 through July 1992. Coming in a distant second, with
446 alcohol-related arrests,
was the University of Arizona.
Alcohol-related arrests include everything from underage drinking to driving while
intoxicated, Wehner said.
While some may say the arrests indicate an alcohol abuse
problem, the president of the
local Mothers Against Drunk
Driving chapter said she believes police are "just doing
their jobs a little better."

Lobbyists spent $100,000
wooing legislators in 1992

ATLANTA (AP) - Lobbyists spent more than $100,000
wining, dining and entertaining Georgia legislators during
the last five months of 1992, a
computer-aided study shows.
Bankers' and doctors' lobby
groups were among the highest rollers, and top-dollar freebies went to chairmen of the
legislative committees that act
on those groups' legislative requests.
A computer-produced list
showed Rep. Terry Coleman,
D-Eastman, got more than any
other legislator in lobbyist
spending between Aug. 31 and
Dec. 31.
Under Georgia's new ethics
law, passed last year, lobbyists must make periodic reports of what they spend to
influence legislation. The first
full reports were filed earlier
this month.
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False epidemic rumor
Ham featured in CFL trade
causes student concern Former Eagle to join forces with the Rocket

STD's in check, says Himes - but be careful
By Camille Childree

By John Munford

Staff Writer

Sports Editor

Cases of chlamydia and genital warts are being treated daily by
the GSU Health Center, however, there has not been an unusual
outbreak of cases as recent campus rumors have suggested, according to Health Educator Whitney Himes.
"Not a day goes by when .eadWftrse, practitioner and doctor
doesn't treat a couple of cases^pf chlamydia or genital warts," Himes
said. "I think it is really import&ntfnafcwe cdntinukto battle AIDS,
but I t}
^S^m>^daeQule feel life^^Wfevetl^^rceived
threat of AIDS, so, if theyllSrtjfeel threatened by AIDS>they won't
be threrftenedJbiLaP^fching^' jgj. \__\
\
\
Chlamydia is a micrp-organifflPpatinfects both men and women.
In adults it can damage il
jjhe reproduct^jecaMAns, sometimes causing
sterility. This disease!,
?i^aus#lllllr?icitis, pelvic inflammatory disease and nongonroB^HWvethritrgT
j^rethritisf
Genital warts, on the otherhand", bre growths that appear in the
vaginal area, on the penisi on thevcervix, near the anus or occasionally in the throat.
While AIDS demands publll
e^tion, it should not completely
overshadow the other sexually trl lsmitted diseases, such as chlamydia and genital warts, whici
|so threatening to our society,
Himes stated.
"It's my feeling that genital wak§ are going to be the disease of the
decade," Himes stated. "I tmf|8lb^AIDS has overshadowed our
perceived threat of all the other«exually transmitted diseases."
Some colleges and univerdjt^^«hicn previously did not screen
for genital warts, are now begi'fH|^!to offer screening, according to
Himes, who feels that this is "on&reason the public is beginning to
notice such drastic numbers o^cajgs appear.
"I think the numbers were there, just not known about," Himes
said.
'mjjj^
GSU's Health Center does screen for genital warts.
Chlamydia is the most comml)n sexually transmitted disease in
the United States, and it is most prevalent on college campuses,
See Disease, page 7

What do you do when your
team decides they no longer
need you and ships you off to
a different team? If you are
former Eagle quarterback
Tracy Ham, you take it all in
stride and look forward to a
new start in an already illustrious career.
Ham, who led the Eagles
to two national championships in 1985 and 1986, and
owns practically every school
record in passing, rushing and
total offense, gets to look forward to a new start in Toronto,
Canada after his former team,
the Edminton Eskimos of the
Canadian Football League,
unloaded him to the Argonauts in a monster 16-player
trade last Thursday.
Itwill definitely be another
new experience for Ham, who
will get to be involved in a
high-powered passingoffense
playing catch with the likes of
one Raghib "The Rocket"
Ismail in search of the Canadian equivalent of the
Lombardi Trophy, the Grey
Cup. "Those are my plans and
I'm looking forward to it.",
noted Ham.
In his six-year career with
Edmonton, Ham has become
a hot commodity in the CFL.
He has passed for more than
4,000 yards and rushed for
more than l,000yardsintwo
seasons. As well, he has led
the Eskimos to Western Division titles in 1988,1989 (with
a record 16 victories) and
1991, only to lose in the playoffs. In 1990, they went all
the way to the Grey Cup final,
losing to Winnipeg in a romp,

Volunteers to tidy-up
downtown Statesboro
By Enoch W. Autry

Assistant News Editor

As a way of beautifying the
downtown district and showing appreciation to Statesboro,
volunteer services plans to send
both organizations and students into the streets for some
early spring cleaning.
According to organizers, the
office will hold its first annual
"Have a Heart" Day on Friday,
Feb. 12 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
an attempt to spruce-up the
downtown area of the city.
Director of Volunteer Services, Victoria Futch said, "We
are expecting about 200 out of
our 14,000 students."
Futch has turned the reins
of the improvement program
over to Gina Brothers and
Robyn Reinheimer.
Brothers, an office intern and

human resources management
major, said, "The theme for the
event is Tour small change will
make a big change."'
Reinheimer, a senior public relations major, stated, 'This [event]
is to express our appreciation to
the Statesboro community."
In addition, Reinheimer said
that interested students and organizations should sign up for the
historical area clean-up and return the information to the office.
This is a spot project that is
part of several ongoing programs,
and hopefully the first of more
"Have a Heart" days in later years,
Futch stated.Reinheimer said garbage bags will be available for
those that participate, but there
may be a shortage of work gloves
so be prepared.
Futch said that hot dogs and
soft drinks will be provided to work.

Tracy
50-11.
In the Canadian Football
League, the rules are a little
bit different than here in
America. For starters, the offense has only three downs to
work with as opposed to the
four herein the states. "Basically, it means your first down
is your second down," Ham
noted. "That was one thing I
had to get used to since in the
past I had used the first down
as athrowaway down. It is very
important to get positive yardage on first down."
As well as the difference in
downs, there are also 12 men

Ham
on the field as opposed to 11,
according to Ham. The extra
player can be used according
to each team's strengths and
weaknesses, which makes for
amore excitingoffensive show.
Ham, the only GSU player
to have his number retired, is
in the process of moving back
to Statesboro with his wife
Valarie and their son Tracy
Jr., who incidentally was born
the day after his father's birthday.
"We'll be down there in midMarch and will live up here in
Canada during the season."
Ham said.

Ingram running for College Republican seat
By Kim St. Hilaire
News Editor

The former president of GSU's College Republicans is running for chairman of the state board
of College Republicans at the organization's annual conference in Athens Feb. 26 - 28.
Chris Ingram recently resigned from his leadership role with GSU's chapter in order to pursue
the position of chairman of the state board, according to his successor, Doug Simon.
If elected to this position, Ingram would be the
"top elected republican collegiate student," Simon

stated.
A student from Emory University is opposing
Ingram in the election.
Simon explained that each school in Georgia
will send as many delegates as possible to the
upcoming Federation of College Republicans Convention.
Because GSU's chapter hopes to send 20 students, members have been working on fund raisers in an effort to cover part of their expenses. The
group has already raised approximately $300.
See Ingram, page 7

SGA adopts financial support guidelines for campus organizations
By Christopher Cole

Staff Writer

The Student Government
Association (SGA) agreed by
consensus Tuesday night to
adopt seven general guidelines
which will be used to judge various organization fund requests
which are submitted to the senate.
Andy Mealor, a member of
SGA's Executive Committee,
composed the guidelines, which
apply to all student organizations seeking funds from the
group.
Due to the limited financial
resources of SGA - $7,000 annually - members agreed to
fund no more than $500 per
year to any club. This rule will
go into effect spring quarter.
Under the new guidelines,
at least one representative from
the group must verbally explain
to the senators the reasons for
the monetary request.

The organization must be recognized by GSU as active, and
must be registered and listed on
the organizations roster in the
University Union Office, room 224.
In order to see as many groups
as possible, SGA will fund a given
club only once a year, unless the

F^J

0

c=D CbD OU
Executive Committee accepts an
appeal under extenuating circumstances.
Any amount up to $500 may be
granted as decided by a vote of the
senators.
Recipient groups must then
provide documentation in the form
of receipts within five days of a
trip as proof of how the money was
spent. SGA will not pay for food
expenses.
In other business Tuesday

night, SGA granted partial
funding to two organizations
for upcoming events.
The first was a $122 grant to
the Institute of Industrial Engineers, which asked for $258
to attend a conference this
weekend. SGA voted to fund
$122 for lodging expenses.
The Institute was unable to
raise money due to its small
size (11 members), and the "low
interest level" in fund raising
activities.
The College Republicans
chapter was granted $200 to
attend this year's state convention in Athens the weekend of
Feb. 26. The former chairman
of the club, Chris Ingram, is
running for chairman of the
state federation.
SGA voted to grant half of
the $400 request. College Republicans, through fund raising and individual costs, defray
$1,700 in remaining expenses.

SGA members to attend conference
By Christopher Cole

Staff Writer

Seven members of the Student Government Association (SGA)
are attending a Student Advisory Council Winter Conference this
weekend at Georgia State University in Atlanta, according to SGA
advisor Sandra Terry.
The conference, which begins at 5 p.m. Saturday, is administered by the Board of Regents and involves topics such as legislative affairs, communications, internal affairs, student life and
academic affairs.
"All the SGA's in Georgia are going," Terry said.
GSU students attending are Jerald Carter and Patrick Harrison
of the Executive Committee; and student senators Kenya Edward,
Melissa Garnett, David Spran, Kimberly Hill and Michelle
Peczynski.
On Monday night delegates will attend a Chancellor's dinner.
The delegation will submit a proposal presentation to the Board of
Regents the following night.
Three new students senators, who are not attending the conference, were welcomed as new members to SGA Tuesday night:
Ellen King, a junior majoringin science education; Ronco Johnson,
a freshman communications major; and Serena Spears, a sophomore in human resources management.
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North Carolina fraternity charged with hazing

The student said she told
administration officials about
the hazing and assault, but
went to police two weeks later
when it became apparent that
"everybody on campus wanted
to keep it quiet."

that the young woman and 13
other women students at St.
Augustine's were going
through initiation ceremonies
to become "sweethearts" when
they were all hazed on Oct. 28.
"Sweethearts" are a support
group for pledges of the fraternity and are selected by
senior fraternity members.
The women were blindfolded and led into different
rooms where they were teased,
touched or ordered to undress,
testimony showed. They also
had to eat a variety of foods,
such as ketchup, mustard and
raw eggs.

Five members of Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity and two
women have been charged
with hazing. Three of the men
The student who filed the
also were charged with asassault
charges told police that
sault on a female. They are
she
was
singled out for more
being tried first, and the resevere
hazing
because she had
maining four will be tried
gone
off-campus
to see a memlater.
ber of the Kappa Alpha Kappa
Court testimony revealed fraternity.

Raleigh Police Det. Mary the legislation he is writing
Blalock testified that the stu- may broaden the hazing activident told her she was led into ties prohibited to include acts
a dark room where several which embarrass or denigrate
others.
men assaulted her.
The current law makes it a
The student testified that
disorderly
persons offense to
she tried to resist the assault
participate
in initiation activiand was eventually led from
ties that endanger fraternity
the room.
Spurgeon Fields III, the at- members or pledges. The law
torney for the three fraternity also states that aggravated
members, argued that even if hazing, or hazing that causes
the student was assaulted, she serious bodily injury, is a
could not identify his clients as felony punishable by 18
the offenders because she was months' imprisonment.
In a letter he wrote this
blindfolded.
week Luedeke, Watson said,
Meanwhile, a state legisla- "incidents like the one on your
tor who represents the area in- campus necessitate consideracluding the campus has said tion of prohibitive legislation."
"As an African-American
he is preparing an anti-hazing
bill that would add to the ac- lawmaker who represents this
tivities prohibited in a 1980 Mercer County constituency, I
would be remiss if I sat pasNew Jersey law.
sively to the side and did not
address
this issue," Watson
Democratic Assemblyman
John Watson said Thursday wrote.
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LIKED BY MANY, CUSSED BY SOME
READ BY THEM ALL...

Woman testifies members of Alphi Phi Alpha blindfolded, assaulted her during membership ritual

RALEIGH (AP) - Members
of a fraternity at St.
Augustine's College, blindfolded and sexually assaulted
a woman last fall during a
membership ritual, according
to the woman's testimony in
court.
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Our Future
Depends On You

fete*.

GeorgiaParkPass

Purchase an annual ParkPass at your favorite state park or historic
site, or send $25.00 plus $1 handling fee to: Georgia State Parks, 205
Butler Street, Suite 1352 East, Atlanta, Georgia 30334.
(For information on Senior Citizen and Disabled,
Veteran discounts, call 404-656-2753.)
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GEORGIA STATE PARKS

& HISTORIC SITES

•Miscellany, GSU's magazine of the arts, is now accepting submissions in a broad
range of categories including:
photography, ceramics, poetry,
short fiction, foreign language
literature, painting, theatrical
vignettes, critical essays,
drawing, musical score, etching, expository essays, and
sculpture.
The deadline for submissions is March 5, 1993. Call
681-0565 for more information.
•Ogeechee, GSU's journal of
poetry, is accepting submissions from GSU students, faculty, aiumni and area residents. Please submit no more
than four poems. Deadline for
submissions is April 10, 1993.
Call 681-1908 for more information.
•Nominations are being ac-

cepted through Feb. 12 for
Constructive Leadership
Unselfish Service Awards.
Any member of the faculty,
staff or student body may nominate students for this award
on the basis of a minimum
GPA of 2.5, notable service and
leadership on campus or at the
state, regional or national
level.
Thursday, February 4
•The Sociological Society
meets at 4:30 p.m. in room 273
of the Union.
•Party down in PJ's at the
Disco - Pajama Jam at 7 p.m.
in the Union Ballroom.
Friday, February 5
•BeBe's Kids is playing in
the Union Theater at 7 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m.

Saturday, February 6
•BeBe's Kids is playing in
the Union Theater at 7 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m.
Monday, February 8
•The Blenders will be performing an acapella concert at
the Union Commons Stage
from noon to 2 p.m.
•As part of a Performing
Arts Series, Saturday Brass
will perform at 8 p.m. in Foy.
•An exhibit by artist David
MacDonald opens in Foy
Gallery 303 at 10 a.m. The
exhibit is entitled "Ceremonial
Images."
•A ceramic workshop is being held in Foy room 418 from
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Tuesday, February 9
•The music department is

holding a Visiting Artists
Series.
"Singing Musical
Theatre:
Technique and
Interpretation," featuring
Gayle Seaton. This event is
being held at 7:30 p.m. in Foy
Recital Hall.
•Dr. Daniel B. Good is presenting a lecture entitled
and
"Conservation
Management of Tanzanian
Game Parks: A Wildlife Safari
Across Africa" at noon in room
218 of the Biology Building.
Wednesday, February 10
•A recital featuring soprano
Gayle Seaton is being held at 1
p.m. in Foy Recital Hall.
•Jay Burdett, GSU's environmental safety officer, will
provide an overview of employee hazardous chemical

•till

f-i,

1 Dr. Sherri Becker
^
Optometrist
y|
tyjfl
[ftj

Specializing in
Eyecare for G. S. U.
Faculty and Staff
Mon - Wed 8:30 am - 7:00 pm
Thur 9:30 am - 7:00 pm
Fri 8:30 am - 2:00 pm
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VISA
With Visa* you'll be accepted at more than 10 million
places, nearly three times more than American Express.
And that's not a misprint.
Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be!

.©Visa USAlnc.1993—1
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Ophelia Daze to release False Prophet
By Ana Lucio

Staff Writer

Two and a half years ago
four crazy individuals got together and formed a band.
Donald Painter became the
band's vocalist and lyricist,
Hans Gutknecht took over lead
guitar, Ronnie Thornton
worked on bass guitar, and
Ann Clayton sat down at the
drums. They came up with the
name Ophelia Daze.
The band's debut album,
Tasty, was in stock at The
Emporium, but much to the
band's liking, the 1. p. sold out.
This Friday will be another
landmark in O.D.'s history.
The release of the band's second 1. p., False Prophet, will be
commemorated with a bash at
The Collegiate. The band will
play some of their new tunes
for the crowd, and of course,
some old favorites, such as
"America" and "SPD".
The band itself has several
inspirations but one in particular which they look to as god is Ophelia Daze relaxes with band manager, Sick. Pictured (clockwise from top left) are Sick (Jimmy
Jimmy Bickert, manager and Bickert), Hans Gutknecht, Ronnie Thornton, Donald Painter, and Ann Clayton. The band has been
design artist otherwise known together for two and a half years and has had marginal success in Statesboro. (Photo by Jesse Stribling.)
as Sick.
Bickert has designed three cently took an inspiring trip to style of music undefinable. sity of the band now sees in its
different 100% cotton T-shirts Europe, and one thing he ac- When asked about their opin- followers, as opposed to earlier
for the band which are out on complished was that he ion on underground bands years.
the market today and are said "spread the gospel of O.D. all "selling out" or becoming
Painter says that the
mainstream, Thorton says, "grunge" image is not the one
by Painter to be "the O.D. around."
According to Painter, his "Music has not caught up to they are trying to promote, but
sportswear for the inactive."
Bickert has also been busy lyrics come from his experi- the people, but the people have that they have long hair bepromoting the band locally and ences in Europe as well as finally caught up to the mu- cause they can't afford to get
to markets elsewhere, includ- from bad relationships, sound- sic." Thornton finds this to be haircuts (yea, right!), and being several nearby college ra- tracks from pornographic the case because of the diverSEE FREEZING, PAGE 7
movies and unfair political
dio stations.
Sick is not the only inspira- events.
tion to the band. Painter reThe band obscurely calls its

LIKED BY MANY, CUSSED BY SOME, READ
BY THEM ALL.
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Statesboro band's original tunes to be heard on their second release

The George-Anne is the official student newspaper of Georgia Southern University, owned and operated by GSU
students and utilizing the facilities provided by GSU. The newspaper is the oldest continuously published weekly
newspaper in Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga. The ideas expressed herein are those of the editor or the
individual authors and do not necessarily representthe views of the Student Media Committee, the administration,
the faculty and staff of Georgia Southern University, or the University System of Georgia. The George-Anne is
published twice weekly during the academic year and three times during summers. Any questions regarding
content should be directed to the editor (681 -5246).
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Don't forget about the
Disco Pajama Jam
on Feb. 4th at 7:00
pm in the Union
Ballroom and
remember you must
wear you're PJ's to
enter and only disco
music will be played. °Q
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A CAPPELLA

The George-Anne reserves the right to refuse any advertisement. The George-Anne's advertising rates are as
follows:
■Students and student groups:
$2 per column inch
•GSU facility, departments or affiliates:
$3 per coiumn inch
'StDwsborj ares businesses & groups:
$4 per column inch*
•National rate
$7 per column inch

110 INSTRUMENTS

Movies

•five inch minimum ad size, otherwise classified display rates ($5.00 per coiumn inch) apply.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING INFORMATION
The George-Anne' reserves the right to refuse any advertisement. The George-Anne's classified advertising
rates are as follows:
•Students, student groups, faculty and departments:
Free (25 words or less)
•Others groups or businesses:
10c per word per edition ($5.00 minimum)
•Retail classified display.
$5.00 per column inch)
DEADLINE: The deadline for reserving space and submitting classified advertising copy is Noon, one-week prior
to the intended publication date. Free classified ads from students, faculty and staff must be submitted in writing,
with the name of the sender and local address. No free ads taken via telephone. One free ad per person per week.

CIRCULATION INFORMATION
Subscription rates for home delivery of The George-Anne are six dollars per quarter, or $18 per year, delivered
bulk mail. Please address all inquiries to Jeff White, Business Manager. The George-Anne is distributed free of
charge on the Georgia Southern University campus through delivery sites located in campus buildings and
residence halls.
*We gratefully acknowledge the theft of our slogan from Robert Williams of the Blackshear Times. Call Bob and
he can tell you who he stole it from originally.

University
Store
681-5181
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Friday & Saturday

BeBe's Kids
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Movies

February 8
12-2 pm
Union Common

[Come Hear This Acapella Group
Groove at the Union Commons
-IWJI
i MIII
who Have Also
A CAPPELLA
Sponsored By
Appeared On the
HO IHSTRUMEHfS

®

February 8
12 -2 pm
Union Commons Stage

ADVERTISING INFORMATION

DEADLINE: The deadline for reserving space and submitting advertising copy is Noon, one-week prior to the
Intended publication date. For more information, rate cards, sample publications, contact: Stacy Graham,
Advertising Manager, ADS, (912) 681-5418; or Bill Neville, Student Publications Coordinator, (912) 681-0069.
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CAPPELLA FUNKY FELLAS

Come Hear This
Acapella Group Groove

Room 111, F. I. Williams Center. 77ie George-Anne, Landrum Center Box 8001, Georgia Southern University, Statesboro, Ga. 30460.912/681-5246 (News) or 912/618-5418 (Advertising)
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SOUTHEflN

Arsenic Hall Show IgggjSag
GEORGIA

SOUTHERN

UNIVERSITY

• Friday & Saturday
• Sunday & Monday
• 7:00 pm & 9:30 pm

Union Theatre

• $1 with GSU Student ID
• $2 General Admission

Information Hotline

s 681-0461

Office 681-5442 • Union Productions
Landrum Box 8066 • Statesboro, Ga 30460
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For 65 years, Georgia Southern's Official Student Newspaper

Doug Gross

Eric Weisenmiller
Managing Editor

Editor

Kim St. Hilaire
News Editor

You deserve a break today...

Take advantage of
on-campus activities
As mid-term exams approach, we as college students are sometimes prone to get so caught up in our
course requirements to appreciate everything else
that is going on around us.
To some extent this is understandable. With a term
paper due a week from Thursday, a major exam tomorrow and a novel of War and Peace proportions to
be read by Monday, a student may not see where he
or she has any spare time at all.
When we do set aside a spell for rest and recreation,
the events we take part in usually involve a keg of
frothy beverage, music pumped to ear-drum damaging
decibel levels and about 300 of our closest friends.
But for folks here at GSU, several groups on campus offer alternatives which are enjoyable, relaxing
and usually free.
A brief glance at the George-Anne's announcement
section or a look at the paper's advertisements will
usually be a good source to look for this campus sponsored entertainment.
For example: this weekend, Union Productions is
sponsoring cheap movies at the Union and a "disco pajama jam" which should prove to be nothing less than
entertaining. On Monday, the group will sponsor a
free concert in the Union Commons. These events are
only a few the group brings to campus for our benefit
every quarter.
The Campus Life Enrichment Committee sponsors
weekly movies on Tuesday nights, as well as bringing
in internationally acclaimed musical and theatrical
performers on a regular basis.
For those who don't get quite enough intellectual
stimulation in the classroom, the various departments
on campus offer numerous guest lectures from both
visiting experts and professors from right here at
GSU. Topics ranging from "Conservation and
Management of Tanzanian Game Parks" to "Singing
Musical Theatre: Technique and Interpretation" will
be explored in the next week or so, and it's a pretty
safe bet that plenty more will be explored in the
coming weeks.
Students with a particular field of interest have the
opportunity to learn a little more about their favorite
topic through clubs and organizations that meet
regularly on campus. From the Sociological Club to
the Society of Professional Journalists, almost every
field of study has some sort of group dedicated to
satisfying the inquiring mind.
If getting physical is more the student's style, the
Campus Recreation and Intramural department offers
free rental equipment (including tents for a stress-relieving get-away weekend) and opportunities to pick
up a team and compete with some of GSU's other
armchair athletes.
These are only a few of the many entertainment opportunities available here on campus.
We encourage all students to keep their eyes open
to the opportunities these folks are working hard to
provide for us and give this on-campus recreation a
shot sometime instead of saddling up to the bar every
free moment.
Your liver and wallet will thank you, and you just
may enjoy yourself in the process.
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I ttEAM, r JUVTDON'T UNDERSTANO
WHY ALL YOU HEALTH NAZIS WOrtT JUST
LEAVE US ALOWE AND LET OS MAKE
OUR OWM CHOICES ABOUT OUR OWN
BODIES!

Thieves among us: An ode to a missing bookbag

Now I'm mad. I'm angry. I'm
pissed; boy am I pissed.
My book bag was stolen last
Friday. It had two of my three
textbooks in it, all my class
notes, my bike lock, my favorite shirt, my little book of
phone numbers and addresses,
my writing notebook containing some poems and unfinished stories and columns, my
checkbook, my computer disk
~ even a Bible.
The textbooks were immediately sold to the College
Bookstore. I wonder if the thief
will keep the Bible.
Now I am not going to waste
a lot of space with some feeble
attempt at placing myself on a
higher moral plane. I am not
going to tone down my message by sugar coating my language, or by writing an
exquisite piece showcasing my
artistic ability or mastery of
sentence structure and adjective use.
I am not going to make
some demeaning plea to have
the bag returned, offer a reward, and ask no questions. I
am not going to ask that, at
least, due to its irreplaceable

contents, the yellow covered
writing notebook be returned
I'm not going to beg for the
return of the bag itself; even if
it is the exclusive backpack
I've owned since the sixth
grade.
I'm not going to bore you,
the reader, with some heavy
hearted sermon on how I've
taken this opportunity to produce in myself some spiritual
victory.
Nope. I'm not going to take
the time because ... well, because I just don't think it
would make a bit of a difference. It's like pissing off the
back of a pickup doing 60 ~ it's
going to end up in your face.
Besides, these words are not
the product of pride, merely
unabashed rage and blind
fury.
So here it is.
This is to the son-of-a-bitch
who stole my bag.

galactic miscue, a student)?
Why aren't you knee deep in
cow manure shoveling it into a
fertilizer plant. Better yet, why
don't you just jump into the
chute with the rest of the
dung.
You are the pre-eminent exThen again, why don't you
ample of a low-life.
just do the rest of us a favor,
The sciences have not yet quit school now and enter your
discovered the primordial level chosen career as the rightof existence in the animal hand man for some middlekingdom which you occupy.
man, two-bit crack dealer, because that's what you should
The textbooks
have been trained for since
birth, instead of wasting your
were sold to the
time and our tax money on a
College Bookstore... I
feigned attempt at academic
accomplishment.
wonder if the thief will
Since the chances are that
keep the Bible...
you will never read this, I hope
one of your equally slimy
I was sitting, stewing, after friends, with at least a fifthdestroying my room out of grade reading level, will see
rage, writing this and think- this and read it to you.
ing, "He'll probably laugh as
And you better pray, on the
he reads this."
Bible you stole from me, that I
Then it dawned on me. never discover your identity.
"That's not possible." Why?
For if I do, they will have to
Because you are probably so kill me, cremate me, and scatdamned stupid and underde- ter my ashes over seven states
veloped that you can't read.
to keep me from you, you sorry
What are you even doing in bastard.
college (if you are, by some
And about your mother...

Checking in on Governor Zell, Pierre and the capital gang

Well, it's that time
again...time for the Georgia
General Assembly to resume
its "reign of terror."
I really shouldn't say that.
Sure, they are responsible for
the actions they take, but
when Governor Zell Miller and
Lt. Governor Pierre Howard
start yanking chains up there
in Atlanta, it's often hard for
legislators to stand up and
take them on.
To keep you better
informed, here is a list of
issues that our legislature
plans to tackle in the coming
weeks, and a brief description
of each.
State flag. Zell's latest
issue has left him in the hot
seat, and the fight to come in
the General Assembly
promises to be nasty. Lucky for
you-all, I have an opinion on
this issue. In fact, it's so good
that I'll save it for later. I
know all of you out there are
just dying to know what it is,
so I'll make it a point to
address it soon.
Budgets. Yes, good old
Governor Zig Zag wants more
money. Surprise! For Georgia's
next fiscal year (which begins
July 1), Zell wants an $8.9

THE GUTTING EDGE
David Hillis
billion budget, an increase of
$650 million from last year.
Did you hear that? Zell
wants another 650 million
dollars to spend next year.

On this issue I have just two
questions: one, what do you
think he wants to do with all
this money; and two, where do
you think he's going to get the
money? The lottery? No, no,
no... that money will only be
used on our public schools. My
guess is, once again, this
money will come out of our
pockets.

Welfare reform. Now this
looks promising. Why?
Because Zell has introduced a
welfare reform package that
will give these sorry, blanketyblank Georgians living off our
welfare system each a swift
kick in the butt.
Among other things, this
package would force the ablebodied to work or forfeit their
benefits. It would also deny
increased benefits to mothers
for having more babies. Maybe
this proposal will redeem Mr.
Zig Zag in my eyes.
No... I don't think that is
possible.
Term limits. Remember
this old issue? During the
general
election
last
November, several states had
items on their ballots posing
the question, "should our
legislators be limited in the
number of terms they serve?"
All of the states in which
this proposal appeared
answered with a resounding

'yes!".
Well, now Lt. Governor
Pierre has proposed legislation
on this very issue for the
citizens of Georgia.
Under this proposal,
Georgia legislators would be
limited to six terms, or a total
of 12 years. Statewide officials
would also be limited; Pierre's
proposal would limit these
folks to two terms each, or a
total of eight years. This
measure is currently before
the Senate Special Judiciary
Committee.
Child abuse. This is
another issue that Lt.
Governor Howard is trying to
do something about.
Good old Pierre is backing a
group of bills to give law
enforcement officials more
power to protect children from
child abuse. This group of bills
is also currently before the
Senate Judiciary Committee.
Okay, that's basically what
you can look forward to from
the Georgia General Assembly
in the weeks and months
ahead.
You know, most of these
sound pretty good, if you can
SEE HIUIS, PAGE
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Bubba's Lounge
Hwy. 301 S. • 681-1355

Buffalo's Cafe
:
*

:

7:30-10pm

504 Pool

at Bubba's Outback

Thursday NO COVER

iimi

Lanier Drive • 681-3030

*

The Collegiate
Chandler Rd. • 681-2070

El Sombre

406 Fair Rd. • 764-9828

Franklin's

221 Main St. • 764-2316

*

75<t PITCHERS

r

Thursday
ALL NIGHT
TECHNO & DANCE

Monday

Dj"
J.T.

BOXING

Saturday 12-5pm

25CAllWINGS
U Can Eat

Tuesday BASH

4

Wednesday & Thursday

KARAEOKE

Wednesday

95

WINGS $6

ALL YOU CAN EAT

$1 GEESE

Saturday

Friday

KERMIT
FRIENDLY
BOB

DJ
SMURFj

34 oz. WONDERS
Mon. — Fri.
4-8pm

m

RAVE NITEI™ OPHELIA DAZE

iy combinai

WED. NIGHT
32 oz. SPECIALS

Mon. Nights

Hamburger Combo

Ground Sirloin

$1."

All Day, Every Day, All Month Long!

1/2 lb. SHRIMP I Fried Filet of Sea Trout
led or fried $5.95

with choice of 4 meats and 8
veggies to choose from,
served daily Mon. thru Fri.,
also menu service available.

Friendly Diner

Across From Walmart • 489-3307

*

Tues. at
Bubba's
Outback

1st Run Movies • Full Admission I
Tues.-Fri. • Let's Be 21 Years of Age
Sat.-Mon. * All Ages Admitted I

\J iilLj 1

Tuesday
Ladies Tust $2*
must be at least 21J

$3.95

Take Out
Specials
Available

Breakfast
Specials 7 9 CC
starting at

Thursday
all you can eat'
wings, 25C each!

V^l 111\ J-JLJLJ UL/JTxLjl lunch 11 00 2 30-dinner 5 00 8 30
50%OFF
Tuesday 5-12
ALL DRINKS
Big #1 & #2
every day 3-5pm| Burgers 50% off

Hours:
Sun.-Thurs.
10am-12am
Fri.-Sat.
lOam-lam

All TT Can pat I Hours Open:

wed... LH^l r95« I 4Pm -tii
WINGS $4.

T

I

m[dnight

5

CAN CONSUME ^*6 °|
Char-Broil Chicken Sandwich - with sauce & lettuce - $2.69
I Cheese Stix
s 69
Char-Broil Chicken Salad - w/ crisp let., cue, torn., monterey jack, cheese, & Char-Broil chicken - 3.
6 piece • s3.89
Kickin Chicken Sandwich - with ranch dressing, chicken fingers, & hot sauce - s2.29
I
10 piece • $5.39
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WRITERS
BLOCK
Tammy Scroggins
I know what you guys are
thinking. The Super Bowl was
anything but exciting; that is, of
course, unless you are a Dallas
Cowboys fan and really wanted
to see the Bills suffer defeat.
Look on the bright side. If
you were like me you were one
of those people who wanted to
see all those new and entertaining commercials the papers and
your marketing professor have
been talking about for weeks.
These ads went for about $1.8
million per 30 seconds.
Will wonders ever cease?
Please explain to me why an
NBA star got just as much coverage as either of the two quarterbacks at the Super Bowl.
Jordan was a smart-alec superstar teaming up with Bugs
Bunny for Nike, and for
McDonald's, he was a nice guy
shooting hoops with Larry Bird.
I really liked the game of
horse between Jordan and Bird.
They were playing for a
McDonald's burger and each
shot they took got more and
more outlandish and farfetched. The Nike ads pitted
Jordan and Bugs against
Marvin the Martian where they
were trying to save the world's
supply of Air Jordan shoes. Did
you catch Jordan's cartoon
check made out for "one bazillion simoleons?"
Reebok finally got themselves
a name, a big one from a big
guy, Shaquille O'Neal, who is
facing ultimate NBA stardom.
I really do not remember seeing
this one, but I read that legends
Bill Walton, Bill Russell, Wilt
Chamberlain, and Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar treat O'Neal like
a rookie. O'Neal walks out onto
the court and Russell says,
"You're early," and O'Neal
replies, "But I'm ready."
Just for the sake of being fair
and mentioning everyone, Pepsi
introduced its new Crystal
Pepsi and a new campaign targeting teens about how fun
Pepsi is. No, I don't drink Pepsi
products. I do have three
cheers for 7-UP who countered
Pepsi with the "It takes more to
be the uncola than just being
clear" slogan. Very clever, if you
ask me.
My favorites were the Lee
jeans commercials. Who missed
seeing that guy suck up the
canary when he was trying to
button his jeans? It was the
funniest thing. They also got
laughs with their other ad.
A girl is getting ready for a
date and you can see her likeness in the window jumping up
and down trying to get her
jeans on. With flowers in hand,
her date gets out of his car and
sees her right when she falls
into the arms of what looks like
another man (which is actually
a mannequin). Her date is appalled and his flowers wilt.
Who can forget the ongoing
Bud Bowl? Once again Bud
competes against Bud Lite in
series V. They were witty with
the Rocket and the Illuminator.
What was the final score anyway?
As much as I enjoyed the
ads, the half-time show, which
was sponsored by Frito-Lay,
was spectacular. Michael
Jackson did his thing and sang
with a pre-recorded tape, but
the show also focused on a very
important message of how special children are.
I can't imagine organizing
the placards for the people in
the stands and coming up with
a picture of children in a circle
holding hands. That was the
neatest thing. The end of the
show brought tears to my eyes
as Jackson sang "Heal the
World" and the Los Angeles
school children joined in.
Well, I know many of you
were really looking forward to a
good game between the Dallas
and the Bills. At least the
American way (turning a profit)
came through to give you some
entertainment.
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Kevin Washington
makes the most of
his playing time
The GSU men's basketball
team has a new weapon. His
name is Kevin Washington and
he has already made a huge
impact as a starter.
The Eagles already have a
solid three point man in
Charlton
Young,
but
Washingon has shown that he
can shoot the long shot also as
he has connected on 13 of his
48 shots. He has also brought
down an average of 8 rebounds
in his 17 games as an Eagle.
As a high school player,
Washington played for Soldan
High in St. Louis, Missouri.
Washington had a stellar career as he was a member of the
varsity squad every year.
During his junior and senior
years Washington earned alldistrict, all-metro, and allstate honors.
Washington had a terrific
senior year as he averaged
twenty-eight points a game
while pulling down eight
boards.
Coming out of high school,
Washington had some tough
choices to make. His first decision was whether to attend a
Division I school and play
basketball or go the route of
many before him and attend a
Junior College to shore up his
basketball skills on that level
first.
In the spring the decision
for Washington was made and
he planned to attend Odessa
Junior College. He had his
reasons for choosing a Junior
College.
One of the reasons he chose
Odessa was for its basketball.
"I chose to play at Odessa because it is respected for its
basketball program and a lot of
Division I schools look to it for '
their future players," commented Washington.
Although his grades in high
school were better than average (a 2.8 GPA), Washington
also believed that attending a
Junior College would help his
transition to the next level.
During his high school years

If interested,
contact John Munford
at Room 111 of the
Williams Center from
11-12 and 1:30 - 2:30
M-F.

I 0eCta Sigma 2i If

Kevin Washington, a new addition
to this year's men's basketball team,
has averaged eight rebounds in
17 games for Frank Kerns' squad.

SEE WASHINGTON, PAGE
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Rugby tournament
to be played at GSU

By David Byrd

Staff Writer

The Black Rose Rugby
Tournament is becoming a new
tradition at GSU. The
tournament is a head crunching, frightful battle between
warriors from colleges in the
southern-eastern district.
On February 13 and 14, six
schools will compete for the
first place title at the Black
Rose.
The games will begin
Saturday at 9 a.m. on the football practice fields. Teams will
play all day and the winners
will advance to play again on
Sunday at 3:30. The teams
who make the finals are both
worthy of winning, but only
one will go home with the first
place trophy.
Last year GSU's rugby team
won the Black Rose. They
played Clemson for the final
game. Southern slaughtered
them with veteran players and
skill.
After the tournament, GSU
lost seven prized starters.
Their teammates were challenged to replace the lost players. They had to rebuild the
team.
This year's team consists of
more new members than veterans. Lance Goldsmith calls
them "The New Talent."
The team has been preparing for the Black Rose since
the fall quarter. The team

practices three and four days a
week for two and three hours
at a time. The hard training is
necessary to build the players
both mentally and physically.
Rugby season opened last
Saturday. The GSU rugby
team was challenged by
Georgia State on the Southern
grounds. GSU, unfortunately,
lost the game 17-10.
The team has one match left
before the Black Rose. They
will take on the Macon Men's
Club Saturday in Macon.
Jon Davell and Lance
Goldsmith, veteran members
of the team, believe SCAD will
give GSU the most trouble
during the season and in the
tournament.
"SCAD is at the highest
point in their career and they
have been together for four
years and all of their starters
are experienced seniors," said
Goldsmith.
"SCAD should be our toughest competition although no
game will be an easy victory,"
said Davell.
GSU's rugby team is a
young but promising team.
They are determined individuals who charge on the field
with the rage of Viking warriors. This team has faith that
they will prevail again this
year in the Black Rose
Tournament.
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Watch Him Glow

Congratulations
AEII Tkdges!

Washington not only managed
to light up the scoreboard, but
obviously his grades also.
After two years on the
Junior College level, he was
ready to make the move to
Division I basketball.
He chose to continue his
education and basketball at
GSU. The main reason
Washington chose GSU was for
the chance he had to be a big
part of the Eagle success.
"Coach Kerns did not tell me
that there would be a spot
there for my taking. I would
have to fight for it, but I would
not have to worry about my
place on the team every day,"
commented Washington.
According to Washington,
"There were bigger schools
that were willing to give me a
shot like Oklahoma and
Arizona State, but I would
have had to fight for my place
a lot and I did not want that."
So far this season,
Washington has had his
chance to contribute for his
new team. "I've tried to accomplish a lot and in time I hope
that I can contribute more, its
just a matter of time," mentioned Washington.
This year has brought a new
team and a new style of play
for Washington to adjust to. "It
was a change for me because I

*

Sports Writers Needed

By Chris Sherwood

Staff Writer

*

Boxers
Sale

'Derricf^'Beard
Qregory CCarf^
Lar^in (DaUey
(Deanna Paynes
OQtn Jackson
CfiaunteC James
Scott Jordan
"Ed Louden
lAshCie Ovloody
Sfaigie H^pherston
Christy Thompson
VioCa White
RgginaCd fWiCCiams

Wvj
(UttMA fat* *WhuL 'Dixie
Pfau: 674-6924

Send that Special
Someone A

Valentine's Day
and
President's Day-

V
An inexpensive way to
show you care.

Clearance Sale
on House Plants

GSU Biology Building
Greenhouse
Tuesday, February 9
10:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Proceeds go to the GSU Foundation

V

Only $1.00!!!
Free delivery within 5 miles of
campus.
When: February, 8-10
9am to 4pm
Where: Union Rotunda
Sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega

V
¥
¥
¥
¥

Just another T-shirt Shop? Not!
T-Shirts and Quality Screen Printing
Computer-Generated Artwork Available
Single and Multi-Color Screen Printing
Airbrush Artist Available.

10 Percent Off for Student Groups
(Fraternities, Sororities, and other groups)
MEISEL GRAPHICS
489-8843 • 60 East Main St. Downtown

CONSTRUCTIVE LEADERSHIP/UNSELFISH
SERVICE AWARDS
Any member of the faculty, staff, or student body may nominate students for
Leadership/Unselfish Service Awards. These will be presented on Honors Day to
students selected from the nominees. Selection will be made on the basis of these
criteria:
1. Grade Point Average (2.5 minimum)
2. Notable service and leadership on campus or at the state,
regional, or national level.
Students selected for Who's Who are eligible for the Leadership/Unselfish Service
Award. These students are listed below.
1993 Who's Who recipients:
Bilal Soylu
Alfonso Alayza
Gerald Baygents
Christopher M. Chambers
Bert Donald Chandler
Nebiyu Feleke
Ursula Hamilton

Susie Hicks
John Wesley Key
Elizabeth Dean King
Jenny Rebecca Long
Melisa Suzanne Nestlehutt
Cathy G. Powell

Joan Loraine Reid
Amy Richardson
Shirl C Richardson
Laura Lee Rigdon
Bradrford R. Simmons
Holli Renee Smith

Scott E. Sutton
Andrea Renee Tiggler
Lance L. Turpin
Anita Dianne Welsh
Janna Michelle Whitley
Matthew James Wilson

Please use the form below to nomiante deserving students and return it to the Office of the
Registrar, Landrum Box 8092 by February 12,1993. Nominees will be contacted for additional info.
Name of Nominee

Name of Nominator

Social Security #

Landrum Box

Local Phone

Phone
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While at the convention, the
republican students will not only
elect the chairman of the state
board, but they will also have the
opportunity to listen to guest
speakers.
Sen. Paul Coverdell and various local republican officials are
scheduled to speak at the event.
The College Republicans also
hopingto get Rep. JackKingston
to make an appearance at the
convention, Simon said.
Ingram headed the "Kingston
for Congress" campaign this past
November, where Jack Kingston
"won by a landslide," according
to Simon. Ingram is also going to
be working for Kingston in Wash-

DlSEASE

CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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according to Himes. It is
very easily cured, however, those
infected often do not display any
outward symptoms. Consequently, they then pass it around
to other people before their bodies ever show any symptom of it.
In addition to the treatment
of diseases such as chlamydia
and genital warts, the Health
Center also provides free AIDS
testing. Students may come as
walk-in patients or schedule appointments for the test.

ington this summer.
In addition to helping
Kingston win the election, GSLFs
College Republicans also served
as the county coordinators for
the Coverdell campaign and the
Bush-Quayle campaign.
The job of the organization,
according to Simon, is "to get
republican candidates elected to
office."
Simon also stated that GSlPs
chapter of the College Republicans is open to "anybody that's
interested in the conservative
cause."
For more information, students can contact Doug Simon at
871-6560 or Chris Ingram at 4895418.
Himes stated that recent programs conducted through residence halls and other organizations have been successful in
calling people's attention to the
problems placed upon our society by STDs.
"We will continue to provide
as many programs about these
issues as people want in residence halls and organizations,"
Himes said. "We have a lot of
students right now who are willing to work with us to help get
the word out."

GOLF CENTER

LOCATED BEHIND PAULSON
STADIUM NEXT TO THE
SOUTHERN BOOSTERS
WATER TOWER
• LARGE PUTTING GREEN
RANGE BALLS $2.00
PER BUCKET
• PRIVATE GOLF LESSONS
RANGE IS OPEN DURING
GOLF CLASSES

HOURS: 12-5 p.m., MON. - SAT.

PRO SHOP

681-9100

:*-
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Recruiting
Young Teachers, Inc.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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protection and the Right-toKnow Act. This will be held in
Union room 243 from 10 a.m.
to 10:45 a.m.

Thursday, February 11

•A blood drive, sponsored by
Delta Tau Delta and residence

life, is being held from 1 p.m.
to 6 p.m. at the Williams
Center.
•An African and African
American Studies Progam:
Film Series is taking place in
the Union Theater at 7 p.m.

For more information call Al
Young at 681-5586.
•A faculty recital featuring
Ryan Kho on violin and
Natalia da Roza on piano begins at 8 p.m. in Foy Recital
Hall.

DAZE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1-800-45-TEACH.
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sides, "Chicks dig guys with
long hair."
O.D. has played in such
places as The Wreckroom in
Atlanta, Malone's in Savannah
and several parties and some
of the more happening bars in
our eventful town of
Statesboro.
They pride themselves not
only in their performance orig-

inality but also in their drinking capabilities. O.D. boasts
"We can drink any band in
Statesboro under the table and
that is a known fact."
The members of the band
also pride themselves on their
pets. Gutknecht has a pet
tarantula called Pooter that
lives in a clear plastic globe.
Painter, on the other hand,

says "I am very attached to my
seven-and-a-half
inch
worm very attached."
The band's future plans are
to graduate and move on to
bigger and better things in
Atlanta in order to expand
their horizons.
Catch a show in the 'Boro so
you can say "I saw them
when..."

best part of my game is when I
can get the ball and put it on
the floor and drive to the
hooD."
Washington has had a hand
in the Eagles success this year

so far and will undoubtedly
contribute more as the season
progresses. The Eagles will
play Saturday at Hanner
against Davidson at 3 p.m.
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WASHINGTON
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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had come from playing a halfcourt offense at Odessa to now
playing a full court up-tempo
with GSU," according to
Washington.
I like it because I think the
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GREAT
GUESS?

®

DENIM IS ALWAYS A SURE THING
Take the question mark out of dressing
down when '93 warms up. Opt for pure
cotton relaxation from Guess for rrjen.

Striped Tee's From 48.00;
Denim Shirts From 58.00;
Shorts From 48.00. Men's
X-L-XL and waist
■" \.
sizes 28-38
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Weekly Crossword

" Scrambled Hams"
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JEM

PAPER!

TWVEL

EVERY ONE BUT ME IS
LAZY, AHO MAKIN& Too
0AMN' WWCH MONEY!
,6Y WEL putKUcK.

COJAJCS

7^&> *******

GAW=\EL\> ADMITS
TO OvFFEREKCES
WITH OD\6

TODM
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14
15
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
25
27
29
33
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TrtE poTToAO ISLANDS:
A SoCK LOVER'S
PARADISE
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1
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34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
44
45
46
47
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PLEBES

BY

L.T. HORTON
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I KENT ANY MOi/IE
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LOCAL A/JUJSJ

1 fVKS CALLEP ''THE
1 fee"t-6oop MOVIE 1
OF-TWE NEA^L" /
TO

A/A J"A-/^ TO THE LA-Te"Sr
cp of- vo*J£ fAvo&ire:
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T^C

Hfet+T
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CftVOU ST/AfcTFP. ..

?HoP-T C/RCUIT
THE ^A^A-Te KID It
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SPACE CA/vAP

50
51
54
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
1
2
3
4

(Z.EAP IT Cove^- TO
\ covep.
T£"Ll-YA
K-/P$"I-L P<> n-te
PUMgESr TT-WM6S,
BUTCWYA 6°TTV\
LOVE 'ETAl,

By Gerry Frey

1

10 11 12 13
8
ACROSS
7
5
6
3
1
2
'
'
Fluffy feathers
16
15
14
Certain spaghetti
sauces
19
18
17
Alan
■ 22
■ 21
20
Baseball's Matty
Expunge
■ 25 26
■ 23 24
Penny, eg
30 31 32
■ 29
27 28
Broadway light
BAN THE BROW
■ 35
■ 34
33
George Burn's role
■ 38
■ 37
36
Legs
Clues
■ 41
■ 40
39
WWII summit site
43
42
Author James
Van Dyke's cousin
■ 46
■45
EVEN A RED
■ 51 52 53
■ 50
47 48 49
"Over the Rainbow"
composer
55 56
54
"
Turn away
60
58
.
Poet's "not closed"
Enameled metalware
62
61
.
Mr. Billingsley:Var
Part of U. S. A.
Dir.
40 Enlighten
5 Marketing gimmick
Jugs
41 Without: French
6 Fragrance
Installed clapboard
43 Decorates
7 Chatters
AN ODD SAM
44 Movements
8 Midshipmen's org.
Hug
46 Self-possessed calmness
9 Envision
Archaeological workouts 10 Feeling worse
47 Partly open
Jury for one
48 Precedes formal and final
11 Bank forte
"... and
thee
49 Crab in Munich:Variation
12 Gossip
forgiveness": King Lear 13 Farm dwellers
50 Enjoy the pool
Under in Dijon
52 Cater to
19 Cereal grain
Mystery in the sky
53 Handicapper's product
21 Singer Campbell
SIR JEWELRY
55 Stripling
24 "Suits me to
"
Colored in blotches
56 Period of time
25 States firmly
Prayer ending
57 Place
26 Embryo
Get up
27 Closed the fence door
Pre-owned
28 City in Maine
Teases
29 Tinkers & Chance
Women of rank
teammate
Messrs. Mack & Danson 30 USE OLD DIME
SEE SOLUTION,
31
Fencing
swords
DOWN
PAGE 9
32 Misfits
Mild expletive
34 Attention getters
Butter substitute
37 Stolen goods
ANY LOW LODE
38 "DALE" lead in
Woman with a habit
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LIKED BY MANY,

Sunday Niaht

CUSSED BY SOME,
READ BY THEM ALL

We've Got Your Roses!
1 Dozen £
50
Roses *
Cash & Carry <3 Am*

^

Restaurant
6¥

Lounge

Special

Buy one chicken
finger basket, get one
half price
•Dine In Only 'Open
Sunday 5-10
Mon-Thurs Super
Happy Hour Prices

i

«

•».

■«.

plus tax

• Flower Delivery Available (not w/ Cash & Carry)
•We Wire Flowers Anywhere
KS<?U&

373 Savannah Ave.

<

^^ 764-9839

... when it comes to our dreams and goals, it's nice to have
someone who will take time to listen and understand how
important this is 't^^^f^O^echee Tech, they listen.
They understand. And it really does
difference ..."

SB

U

Jeff and Parrel- OTI Class qf '93
JLxcitingand Vibrant
University

WOMEN
make the intelligent
choice, they buy their
clothing, swimwear and
lormals at...

Alice s
Attic
222 N. Main St.

OGEECHEE
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

1 X

Building world-class opportunities
through a first-class education.

t*

,

<J*

it

-V

(across from Franklin's

Restaurant)

489-5530

Call us at 681-1900

,4

P»
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The George-Anne

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
• FREE CLASSIFIEDS- The George-Anne provides free classified listings to
students faculty and staff members of Georgia Southern University as a
campus-community service. Free classified ads MUST be written in 25 words
or less. Students, faculty and staff will be billed 10$ a word for ads in excess of
25 words. The advertiser's name, Landrum Box, and the classified category
(listed below), MUST BE INCLUDED with your ad copy. All communication
regarding free classified ads must be in writing (absolutely NO free classified
ads will be accepted by phone... at this price we don't take dictation). Free
classified ads (except personals and dated submissions) will be inserted into
the newspaper in four consecutive issues. Ads must be resubmitted in writing
for additional insertions. Free ads should be non-commercial in nature. Free
classified listings should be mailed to The George-Anne, Landrum Box 8001,
GSU. Deadline is noon TUESDAY or noon FRIDAY prior to publication.
• COMMERCIAL LISTINGS - are available at $2.50 per 25 words with a
minimum charge of $5.00. Classified display advertising is available at $5.00
per column inch per edition, with a one inch minimum size required. Payment
should accompany ad, unless advertiser has established credit. Tear sheets
will be mailed upon written request A charge of $1.00 per tear sheet requested
is assessed to cover mailing and handling. Contact the Advertising Department: ADS, LB. 8001, GSU, Statesboro, GA 30460 or call 912/681-5418 .
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• GENERAL CLASSIFIED POUCY- The advertiser is responsible for proofreading ads upon publication. Any errors will be corrected upon written notice.
Ads should be in good taste, and are subject to standard editing procedures.
The editors reserve the right to refuse any classified ad.

CLASSIFIED CATEGORIES

Q01 - - Announcements
0 02- - Arts & Crafts
0 03- - Autos for Sale
0 04- - Auto Parts, Repair
0 05- - Business Opportunities
6 06- - Child Care
0 07- - Education
0 08- - Freebies
0 09- - Furniture/Appliances
0 10- - Garage Sales
0 ii - - Help Wanted
v 12- - Lost & Found
0 13- - Miscellaneous for Sale
0 14- - Motorcycles

01'Announcements
WANTED:
Pilots and Non-pilots. Join GSU Pilots
Association. Meet in Union Rm. 275 every
Tuesday at 8pm.

%

*

Attention rising Seniors- SGA is accepting
applications for two $1000 scholarships.
For more info contact the SGA office at
681-0665, University Union room 207.
Come and experience the difference... 7:30
pm, Room 284 Union, every Monday. Put a
new and right spirit within me, O God.
Life Ministry
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Come join the GSU Martial Arts Club.
Workouts are on Mondays and
Wednesdays at 8pm at gymnastics center.
Stop by anytime or call 681-7755.
Concert: The Blenders. Come hear this
acapella group groove at the Union
Commons Stage 12-2 pm.
Disco Pajama Jam- February 4, 7pm,
Union Ballroom. There will be a
professional DJ and only disco music will
be played. Come pick up tickets at the
information desk in the Union bring your
student ID. Must wear pajamas to enter.
Sponsored by UP.

NOTICE: "Free classified ads from
students, faculty, and staff must be
submitted in writing, with the name of the
sender, a local address and telephone
number. No free ads will be accepted via
telephone. Only ONE free ad per person
per week."- Statement of Operations
"The advertiser is responsible for
proofreading ads upon publication. Any
errors will be corrected upon written
notice. Ads should be in GOOD taste, and
are subject to standard editing procedures.
The editors reserve the right to refuse any
classified ad."-the Classified Ad Policy
Please adhere to these requests when
placing your ad.

1984 BMW 318i, 5 speed, newly
upholstered and painted, good condition,
call 764-2151.
1984 Mazda RX-7 GSL SE Special Edition79,000 miles, 5 speed, sunroof, cruise,
excellent condition. $4200 neg. 681-3962.
1985 CRX- Blue, good condition,
automatic, AM/FM cassette stereo, 80,000
miles. Asking $2100. Call Steve 681-7989.
1985 Mercury Lynx- blue, ps, pb, auto, ac,
am/fm radio cassette. $800 OBO. Call
871-5286.
1986 Toyota 4-runner, blue, 5 speed, AC,
CD player, removable top. Perfect party
vehicle! Only $6,000. Call Bruce at
1-912-685-3484. (Metter)
1987 Mazda RX7- cassette, stereo, sunroof,
red. Excellent condition. Call 681-7381.
1988 Ford Sable GS with '93 tag,
automatic, cruise, 77,000 miles. Excellent
condition. Price $5,200. Price negotiable.
Call 681-3962.
1989 Mustang LX- Loaded, excellent
condition. Low mileage. Owned by faculty
member. See at University Imports. Call
681-5494 or leave message for Don at
764-9474.
Red convertible Fiat for sale. Tan top and
interior. New paint, motor and
transmisson rebuilt Jan 1. Too much work
done to list $3700 OBO. 681-2738.

04«Auto Parts, Repair

N

Attention Jeep Wrangler owners: direction
wheels 15" x 10" with 255/60 tires. 8000
miles on tires. Will also fit Rangers,
Explorers, Toyotas. $450 OBO. Call Marc
at 823-3515.
___
For sale: wood grain kit for Bronco II dash.
New. Looks nice. Call 489-5731.

,
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King size waterbed for sale: bookcase
headboard, with mirrors, padded rails,
heater, semiwaveless mattress, only one
year old. 2 sets of sheets included. Call
681-3430.

11'Help Wanted
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTfisheries. Earn $600+/week in canneries or
$4,000+/month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Over 8,000
openings. No experience necessary. Male
or Female. For employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext A5394.

Continuing Education needs a male gym
instructor to teach boys gymnastics and
advanced tumbling through fulls. Call
Tony Pruitt at 681-5555.

1982 Fiat Spider Convertible- Good
condition- $2,500. Call Martin at
681-8794.

«•

FOR SALE: Sofa, light green colonial
style, new upholstery, excellent condition$125. Also an exercise bike- $25.
Call 764-7421.

GSU's Nontraditional Students will meet
Feb 9 at 4:15pm in room 244, Student
Union. Valentine Social and refreshments
after our speaker. All students over 25
invited!

03*Autos for Sale

*..

09*Furniture & Appliances

Business Manager needed for The
George-Anne. Must be dependable and
honest. Freshmen or Sophomore preferred.
Come by The George-Anne office in the
Williams Ctr. Ask for Jeff White.

Students may nominate deserving
individuals for Constructive
Leadership/Unselfish Service Awards. Will
be presented on Honors Day. Contact Cecil
Perkins at 681-5754 for information.

*»

•EXTRA INCOME "93"•
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing 1993
UWTI travel brochures. For more
information send self addressed stamped
envelope to: Travel Inc., PO Box 2530,
Miami, FL 33161.

Don't blame us... We voted for Bush!
College Republicans meet Wednesdays,
7pm, rm 254 Student Union. For more info
call Doug Simon 871-6560.

Pi Sigma Epsilon Presents "Mr. Eagle
Beast Pageant". Union Theater, Wed.,
Feb. 3 at 7:30pm. $2 per ticket. Everyone
is invited to the fun.

SB

0 15- - Musical
0 16- - Personal
017- - Pets & Supplies
0 18- - Photography
0 19- - Rentals & Real Estate
v 20- - Roommates
0 21 - - Services
0 22- - Sporting Goods
0 23- - Stereo & Sound
0 24- - Swap & Trade
0 25- - Television & Radio
0 26- - Vans & Trucks
0 27- - Wanted
0 28- - Weekend Entertainment

Wheels for sale: 15x9 aluminum mags
with fresh tires. Fits Firebird & Camaro.
$400 OBO. Call 871-5286.

05*Business Opportunities
Need cash fast? Sell what every student
needs and will use with exciting results.
Inexpensive product details SASE to Alain
Jaszewski, 28 Brant Ave., Welland
Ontario Canada L3C6C8.

Do you need extra money? Can you dance?
Bro. Hicks Productions is presently
looking for Hip Hop Dancers. For more
information call 871-5261.
Immediate opening for student to post
flyers on campus. Call Karen
1-800-592-2121 ext. 130.

HELP WANTED
Advertising Sales Representatives Four (4) energetic, self-starting individuals needed for training as ad sales reps.
Freshmen, Sophomores or Juniors preferred. Great opportunity for gaining experience in marketing and advertising.
Excellent earnings potential for part time
work. Contact Jay Knight, ADS SalesManager, 681-5418 (leave message) or drop by
Room 107 Williams & fill out application.
Assistant Business Manager - One individual needed for training as assistant
business manager for student publications.
Freshman, SophomoreorJuniorpreferred.
Knowledge of computer systems (data base
management, report generation, etc.) is
helpful. Contact JeffWhite, ADS Business
Manager, 681-5418 (leave message), or
drop by Room 107 Williams Center & fill
out application.

JUIIHIIIIIIIIIII

Advertising/Distribution Services
Room 107 Williams Ctr. • 681-5418
GREEKS & CLUBS
$1,000 AN HOUR!

Each member of your frat.
sorority, team. club. etc.
pitches in just one hour
and your group can raise
S1.000 in just a few days!

Pius a chance to earn
$1,000 for yourself!
No cost No obligation.

1-800-932-0528, ext. 65

12«Lost& Found
Found- gold bracelet on Jan. 30 near
Eagle's Nest Apts. Call 681-9457 (Susan)
to identify.

Attention Art majors- complete Amiga 500
system w/ Digi-View. Call William at
681-2790.
Beautiful ruby sequin satin gown for sale.
Only $260, includes free sequin earrings.
Worn 10 minutes. Call Meredith at
681-1714 or leave a message.
Cobra Trapshooter Radar Detector. Brand
new. $75. Call 871-7249. Ask for Stacy, if
no answer, please leave message.
Comic books for sale. Over 1,000 and can
get most back issues at reasonable prices.
Call Shane at 681-9056 after 1pm.
Computer for sale- IBM compatible. 40
meg hard drive, monitor, 5 1/4" drive, 3
1/2" 1.44 meg floppy dirveB. Lotus,
WordPerfect, Quattro Pro, & Print Shop.
$700. Call 489-1300 evenings.
Formals: Teal, short, size 5, $40. White,
short, size 7, $40. Purple, short with tails,
size 5/6, $125. Call Kristy at 681-6425.
Jennings Compound Bow with 4 sights,
701b pull, bar stabilizer, & 3 equalizer
arrows. $300 value, will sell for $100 OBO.
By end of week, need cash. 587-2198.
Look for live Bonsai trees available at
Holloway's Florist on Fair Road. Fresh for
Valentine's Day!
Revo sunglasses in excellent condition.
Paid $190...must sell for $90. Call Steve at
681-2420.
Valentine's Day Baskets- Remember that
special someone with a Valentine's Day
Basket. 489-5291, weekdays 6:30pm-9pm;
weekends 10am-5pm.
Valentine's Day Plant Sale- in Biology
Building room 118. Buy your sweetheart a
live plant instead of roses for a gift that
lasts. Tuesday, February 9, 10am-5:30pm.

I'm interested in getting some rare CD's
from Crowes, Kravitz, and Pearl Jam. If
you understand my quest and can help,
call Jason D. At 764-5438 or 764-5446.

16*Personal
Hey Pokey! Squeeze the Charmin. I love
you!-Love Pookey
Kurtis- A true gentleman of the South!
Thanks for enlightening Hotchkiss. In the
future maybe he won't be an a . - Amy
B.

AKC Registered Labrador Retrievers,
paternal and maternal chamionship
bloodlines. Born 1/5/93. For more info call
Rachel at 681-1914.
For Sale-10 gallon fish tank with filter,
underground filter, background, heater,
blue & green rocks, and light. $50. Call
Robert at 681-9056.
Male and female iguanas. 2 1/2 feet long.
Large aquarium, large hot rock, lamp,
driftwood, and food dishes included.
Wonderful pets to own. 871-5330. $200.
Savannah Monitor Lizard- over 1 foot
long, grows up to 8ft long, comes with two
aquariums, heat rock, & water dish. Eats
live mice and crickets. $150 OBO.
587-2198.

19*Rentals & Real Estate
14x80,1991 mobile home. 3 bedroom, 2
bath, great condition, central heat/air,
garden tub. Call 842-5282.
1991 Fleetwood 14x70 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
partially furnished. Located about 1 1/2
miles from campus. Perfect condition.
Available for Spring Quarter. Contact
Dewayne at 681-7584. Leave message.
1992 Fleetwood, single-wide mobile
home-14x52. 2 bedroom, 1 bath. Located
on Bird Road, about 1 1/2 miles from
Georgia Southern. Excellent condition.
Available for Spring Quarter (Mid March).
$12,000. Contact Andrea at 681-9857 or
681-7584.
APARTMENT FOR RENT - Greenbriar
Apartments. Female roommate needed
ASAP. 2BR Brick Townhouse, cable,
fireplace, dishwasher, washer and dryer.
Apartment furnished except for your own
bedroom and own bathroom. Will help
subsidize. Instead of $283 per month plus
1/2 util, you pay only $150/month plus 1/2
util. Call 871-6809 for appt.
Apartment for sublease. 2 bedroom, 1
bath, pool side. Waterbed included is king
size. Call 681-3766 or 681-7759 or
Apartment- 2 bedroom, 2 bath; w/d
furnished; CH/A; very close to campus.
$500/month- includes water. 489-1144.
Duplex for rent- for spring and summer
quarters. 2 bedroom, 1 bath, 1 mile from
campus on Fair Road. Just remodeled.
Call Wyn at 681-6004.
For Rent: 2 bedroom, 2 bath apartment at
Hawthorne Court. Pet deposit paid. Lease
through JUne 15,1993. Bedrooms large
enough for 2 single beds. No deposit.
$500/month. Will lease one bedroom or
two. Rent negotiable. Call collect
706-485-0464 or 404-921-6576.
For Sale: 14x60 mobile home. 1990
Fleetwood. 2 br, 2 bath. Good condition.
Located in Brooklet. Refinance or pay off
$12,200. Contact Kim at 842-2759 or LB
13320.

LOST: Black Lab puppy. He was last seen
on campus wearing an orangish collar.
Please help us find our lost friend!
Reward offered. 681-3846.
LOST: Please help! I've lost my
Dalmation. She is 7 months old. She has a
red collar on. Please contact Heather/Sid
at 681-8159. Last seen 1/22/93.

Partially furnished Park Place apartment
for rent- Spring and Summer Quarters,
March rent free. We will pay your deposit!
Call 871-6832.

13'Miscellaneous for Sale

Rental property available. Reasonable. For
information call 871-7089 or 764-5003.
Leave message.

A stunning full length white sequin gownsize 9/10. Cost $250. Call Dalmyra at
681-7519 for details.

Sublease apartment- $350/month. 2
bedrooms, 1 bath, washer/dryer hookups.
Call 764-3332 for more info.

1s
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Desparately seeking someone!
Roommate(s) needed now- August! On
campus across from Frat Row. (1) own
room, $150/month, 1/3 utilities. (2) share
room, $112/month, 1/4 utilities. No
deposit. Non-smoker, M or F,
washer/dryer. Call Scott 681-2349
Female looking for roommates to share 4
bedroom house. Furnished and
unfurnished bedrooms available. Call
Nikki at 764-6442.
Female roommate needed at Plantation
Villas; $140/month plus utilities. Only 2
blocks from campus. Serious student
preferred. For more info call 681-7361 or
764-4405.

Female roommate needed to share 14x70
tralier near Stadium. Own bedroom and
bathroom. $215 per month, utilities
included. No lease. Call 681-4480.
Female roommate needed to take over
lease at Players Club for Spring and/or
Summer Quarter. $155/month. Call
Christy at 871-7609.
Female roommate needed- 3 bedroom
house across from Stadium. Will make a
deal. For more info call 681-7137. ASAP.
Just for spring- Male roommate needed for
next quarter. Greenbriar Apts. Plenty of
space. 871-6321.
Male roommate needed ASAP to share 2
bedroom fully furnished mobile home,
central h/ac, washer/dryer, walking
distance to campus. $150/month, 1/3
utilities. Call 681-3430.
Male roommate wanted: clean, calm,
mature, non-smoker. In the country!
Private room, private bath, furnished.
Nice mobile home. $150/month, 1/2
utilities. Privately owned. 764-4786.

Responsible Christian Male looking for the
same to share two bedroom furnished
apartment in quiet neighborhood.
$150/month plus 1/2 utilities. Call anytime
at489-5238.
Roommate needed Spring Quarter.
Stadium Walk. Own room or share. Call
871-7693 for details.
Roommate wanted ASAP. 1/2 mile off
campus. Share room, rent flexible. Player's
Club. Call Amy at 489-5880.

21'Services
Do you need help in your German class?
Call Anna at 681-7338.
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Best deal in the 'Boro- own bedroom, own
bath. Rent only $100 plus 1/3 utilities.
Call Michael and Jay. 489-5119.

One female roommate needed. Private
room, share bathroom, washer/dryer,
$180/month + 1/3 utilities. Spring/Summer
Qtr. Call Mickie at 681-2225.

17'Pets & Supplies

T O L E
E N E

Female roommate needed for Spring and
/or Summer Quarter. Please call Holli for
more info 681-6703. Sussex Commons
Apts.

For Sale: Rototoms, hardly used: $75.
Peavy bass cabinet w/110 watt head also
great for guitar- $200. Call 681-7021, ask
for Kerry.

m

A person that likes to party needed to take
over Chandler Square lease for
Spring/Summer quarter. Call for more
info. 871-7341 Shane.

1988 Kawasaki EX 500 w/ Toshymura
Racing Kit, two helmets and cover. $1500
OBO. Call Martin at 681-8794.

15'Musical
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1 or 2 male roommates needed for Spring
and Summer Quarters. Chandler Square.
Own bedroom and bathroom. Call Jeff at
681-6893.

14'Motorcycles

For sale: 1985 Honda Spree 50cc Scooter.
New piston, rings, tire, complete overhaul.
First $250 takes it home. Call 489-5662,
leave message.

" Scrambled Hams n
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20'Roommates

Male Roommate needed. Wildwood Villa.
$112/month + 1/2 utilities. Furnished
except for the room. Must be organized,
very nice place. Contact Keith at
764-5360. ASAP.

One bedroom duplex building, 105A and
105B, Inman Street - $270/month/unit.
Furnished 2 bedroom mobile home near
mall- $270/month. 2 bedroom luxury
apartment at 329 Broad Street$450/month. 1 bedroom efficiency
apartment at 220 E. Main- $240/month. 3
bedroom house with large entertaining
area at 10 Crescent Drive- $550/month.
Call 764-3559 or 842-2636.

Found: Jacket at TC's on Friday 1/15. Call
to identify. 681-4442.

Super deal! Private apartment for one
person through June. Rent greatly
reduced in return for a few odd
jobs/errands for working couple (no kids).
Furnished apartment, heat, a/c,
$185/month, utilities included. No
smokers or pets. Or $285/month, no
obligations. $150 deposit. 681-0531
(campus), 764-8966(h), call for appt.
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sift through all the red tape
and fancy wording (which is
meant, by the way, to leave
imbeciles like us clueless).
Only one of these proposals
am I adamantly against...
guess which one that is? If you
still don't know, you will pretty
soon... I promise.
Look at that! I can make
promises too!
The only difference is this: I
won't lie and squirm my way
out of a promise. Now who do
you know that was just
inaugurated who might do
such a thing?
If you don't know who I'm
talking about, you will soon.
Sometime in the next four
years, count on it: the
"landslide" will land at your
front door.
Did you notice which two
guys in this profound column
of mine were most often
mentioned? Take a minute...
look it over. Yes, you guessed
it: "Zig Zag" Zell Miller and
Pierre Howard. Now why do
you think that is?
Remember, folks... it's 1993.
What will be happening next
year in Georgia? Election time.
Personally, I just see this
attempt to "win Georgians
over" as humorous. You have
to... I just hope these bills are
passed before they have to
leave in 1994.
P.S. If I have now
sufficiently ticked anyone off,
drop me a line... my L.B. is
17007. Also, if you have any

questions and would like to
attempt to tap into my
unlimited source of knowledge,
your are as always welcome to
do so. Make your voice heard...
get fired up!
WANTED: TUTOR COUNSELORS

for the Georgia Southern University Upward Bound Summer
Program. Upward Bound fe a program designed to motivate
and prepare high school students for post-secondary
education. In working with the Upward Bound Program, you
will gain valuable experience ms well as enjoy lots of fun.
Applicant! muni;
1. Have achieved college sophmore status, or better, BY MAY
1993.
2. Have a 2.30 or better CPA.
3. Be available daily from June 14 thru July 31,1993.
(No Summer School, Please.)
4. Be committed to working with young people.
5. APPLICANTS MUST BE AVAILABLE TO LIVE ON
CAMPUS (IN RESIDENCE HALL) WITH STUDENTS
FROM JUNE 14 THRU JULY 3\, 1993.
6. Be conscientious and dedicated.
SALARY: S1600
(S1000 plus room/board)
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS THRU APRII.QKXK
IF INTERESTED APPLY AT:
UPWARD BOUND OFFICE
W1LUAMS CENTER-LOWER LEVEL LB. 8071
STATESBORO GA. 3O460 (912)681-5458

Camp Concharty
Girl Scout Camp
on beautiful Pine
Mountain, Georgia
is hiring for
the summer of 1993

Positions available include:
Camp Director
Program Director
Waterfront Director
Waterfront Staff
(WSI's and Lifeguards)
Unit Directors
Unit Counselors
Nature, Sports, Crafts, Dance,
Horsing, and Theater
Specialists
Contact Concharty Council
of Girl Scouts, Inc.
'. 1344-13th Avenue
Columbus; GA 31901
Phone: (706) 327-2646

Do your walls have holes in them? Will
patch and repair most damages. Half the
price of your landlord or handyman. Call
Evan at 681-6116.
Splash N Dash Car Detailing- Three levels
available, from $7 to $25. Call Jason at
681-3545 or Chad at 871-6466.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Typing- Drop-off and pick-up on Campus.
See Peggy in Room 116 South Building, or
Call 681-5586 or 681-6520. Experienced
typist, quick service, very good rates.

22-Sports & Stuff
LACROSSE CLUB:
Anyone interested in joining the GSU
Lacrosse Club call Brett and Greg at
871-7128.

LAST [HANCE!

Bike rack for sale. Mounts into trailer
hitch. Very easy to attach. Call David at
489-5583 and make offer.

VE~WFW
CALL TODAY!

DON"r WANT
BE5TVCKIN

For sale- BCA Rocky Mountain bike with
Shimano 100 GS Accessories. $225 OBO.
Call Robert at 681-9056.
For Sale: 928 Tour Series Golf Clubs and
full size Hogan bag. Paid $350, asking
$275. Must sell. Call Jason at 681-3545.

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND, TX J109
5 and 7 NIGHTS

Murray all terrain bike. 18 speed w/
Shiman gears. Like new. $100. Trip
681-4507.

DAYTONA BEACH, FL
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL

Raquetball anyone? Tournament for
singles and doubles. Feb 5-7. Prizes and
awards. Call 489-6171.

5 AND 7 NIGHTS

STEAMBOAT CO

2, 5 AND 7 NIGHTS

MUSTANG ISLAND, TX

Women's Club Soccer Team needs players!
For info call 681-3898 or CRi at 681-5436.

5 AND 7 NIGHTS

HILTON HEAD ISLAND, SC

Womens 10 speed bike for sale. Huffy
Striber. Used 2 years. Great condition.
Asking $60 OBO. Call Meredith at
681-1714.

5 AND 7 NIGHTS

VAIL/BEAVER CREEK, CO
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

PRICES FOR STAYNOT PER NIGHT!

23'Stereo & Sound

TOLL FREE INFORMATION ^RESERVATIONS

JVC CD Player-14 bit 4x sampling. Got a
new one for Christmas. What a deal- $60.
Call Todd at 681-9499.
Pioneer car in-dash CD player with
remote. Ultimate competition unit. Only 6
months old. Excellent condition. Sounds
great! Sacrificed $300. Installed $335.'
Chris 681-9382.

27'Wanted
SANdMAN issues #29-31 in mint
condition. Will pay reasonable to insane
prices for them. Call Mike at 681-9106
after 1pm.

1-800-321-5911

Please place your George-Anne Valentine Personal today!
25 words or less FREE! Valentine Edition is on February 11,
1993. Mail to LB 8001 or drop it off at Wms. Ctr. Rm 111.
One Free Ad Per Person Please!

OGedree-Anne
mmmm
I The

WANTED: Experienced Martial Artists
interested in showing off their skills in a
martial arts demo in February. Contact
Eddie at 681-7755.

A Southern Tradition For Over Sixty Years

28*Weekends & Travel
SPRING BREAK '93- Key West from $229,
Daytona -$129 & Panama City Beach
-$99. SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO
FREE!!! Call STS at 800-648-4849.

Name:

LB#
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Southeastern
Portraits
will be here
February 8-12
9am to 11am
and 12pm to 5pm
Downstairs
Williams Center
Room 3
The "Old Coffeehouse"
Come by and have
your picture made
for the
Spring Quarter edition
It's free!!!
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